
Size IMCS Weight Carbon Surface Bag

400 19 1.75 75% IPS* yes

430 21 1.95 75% IPS* yes

460 25 2.05 75% IPS* yes

490 29 2.20 75% IPS* yes

520 34 2.70 75% IPS* yes

550 37 2.80 75% IPS* yes

75
Targeted for high performance sailors who keep price in mind.  
The Gaastra 75 SDM will deliver Formula performance and Freeride 
superiority without the expense of 100% carbon. Produced with the 
same technology as the Gaastra 100, just a little less Carbon.  The ulti-
mate combination of performance and price to consider when tuning 
up any windsurfing rig.

Size IMCS Weight Carbon Surface Bag

400 19 1.35 100% IPS* yes

430 21 1.65 100% IPS* yes

460 25 1.80 100% IPS* yes

ioo RDM
The ultimate mast. Once you upgrade your Sail with a 
Gaastra 100 RDM you will not go back. It delivers the best in har-
monic twist to all Wave sails up to the supercross and freestyle 
ranges. The Vapor range is also tuned to this range from 6.0 down. 
Supreme weight, durability and responsiveness - any questions?

Size IMCS Weight Carbon Surface Bag

370 17 1.80 75% IPS* yes

400 19 1.70 75% IPS* yes

430 21 2.15 75% IPS* yes

460 25 2.35 75% IPS* yes

75 RDM
A decarbonized 100% RDM describes the Gaastra 75% RDM. 
Having the same bend characteristics as its more expensive 
brother this mast offers great function and value. Works with all 
freeride and wave sails- durability is tough and performance is 
solid.

Size IMCS Weight Carbon Surface Bag

430 21 1.75 100% IPS* yes

460 25 1.85 100% IPS* yes

490 29 1.85 100% IPS* yes

520 34 2.15 100% IPS* yes

550 37 2.40 100% IPS* yes

ioo
Razor sharp response combined with the lightest weight, top of the 
line materials give the Gaastra 100 SDM mast uncompromised perfor-
mance. Instant acceleration along with superior top end control make 
this mast the choice of champions.

Gaastra 2010 Rig System 
With the past success of our new production facility, we continue to bring out the most up to date masts in the market. 
Lightweight and durable Gaastra continues to innovate with high end technology. Precise flex characteristics ensure the 
dynamic feeling only found with the Gaastra rigs- try one today.



Size IMCS Weight Carbon Bag
370 17 1.80 60% no

400 19 2.10 60% no

430 21 2.30 60% no

60 RDM
After considerable research and the introduction of new technology to 
the mast industry, Gaastra now offers a 60% carbon RDM mast. This 
mast range gives you the opportunity to experience the unmatched 
RDM feeling of the Gaastra Pro range sails at a more affordable price. 

Size IMCS Weight Carbon Bag

400 19 2.00 55% no

430 21 2.15 55% no

460 25 2.40 55% no

490 29 2.70 55% no

55
Freeriding made easy! Gaastra IMCS numbers derived from our high 
end masts make this mast a great choice for the entry level freerider. 
A performance oriented mast with a price conscious feature.

Size IMCS Weight Carbon Bag

370 17 1.60 30% no

400 19 1.95 30% no

430 21 2.20 30% no

460 25 2.80 30% no

490 29 2.85 30% no

30
Beginners and intermediates will appreciate the new slightly reduced 
diameter making sails easier to rig. Increased wall thickness gives 
optimum durability that delivers performance.

Size Weight Carbon Bag

300 1.90 30% noMaverick
The future ripper’s mast of choice! Light weight performance and 
durability give junior the time of his life on the water.

Size IMCS Weight Carbon Bag

400 19 2.25 15% no

430 21 2.75 15% no

460 25 3.10 15% no

15
Resort ready- great for schools and first timers.

* IPS - The Invisible Polyamid Surface

Our Proven IPS system shows its strength having a successful two years of solid performance. The invisible barrier from a patented “Prepreg 

Force Tank” takes durability and light weight to a new standard. The mast is sealed with a polyamid surface coating making the mast 100% 

scratch and dent resistant. The strength of our “Gold & Silver series” masts has been tested and proven by our team in the most intense 

sailing conditions.
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